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Abstract: In this report, we present the first results of a study on the modeling of data-intensive
parallel applications following the synchronous approach. More precisely, we consider the
GASPARD extension of ARRAY-OL, which is dedicated to System-on-Chip codesign. We de-
fine an associated synchronous dataflow equational model that nables to address several design
correctness issues (e.g. verification of frequency / latency constraints) using the formal tools
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Modélisation synchrone d’applications de traitement de
données intensives
Résumé : Dans ce rapport, nous présentons les premiers résultats d’une étude sur la mo-
délisation d’applications parallèles de traitement de données intensives, basée sur l’approche
synchrone. Plus exactement, nous considérons l’extensionGASPARD d’A RRAY-OL, qui est
dédiée à la conception conjointe de systèmes intégrés sur puce. Nous définissons un modèle
flot de données synchrone équationnel associé, qui permet d’aborder plusieurs questions liées
à la correction lors de la conception (par exemple, vérificaton de contraintes de latence ou
de fréquence), en utilisant les outils et techniques formelles offerts par la technologie syn-
chrone. Nous illustrons particulièrement une analyse de synchronisabilité en utilisant les sys-
tèmes d’horloges affines. Des perspectives sont ensuite mentionnées concernant la modélisation
d’applications hiérarchiques, et l’ajout d’automates de contrôle impliquant la vérification.
Mots-clés : Traitement de données intensives, modélisation, GASPARD, flot de données syn-
chrone
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1 Introduction
Computing and analyzing large amounts of data play an increasingly important role in em-
bedded systems. The concerned applications often perform calculations on regular multidimen-
sional data structures. Typical examples are state-of-the-art multimedia applications that require
high performance (e.g. high-definition TV, medical imaging), radar or sonar signal processing,
telecommunications, etc. Highly desirable design approaches for such applications are those
providing users with well-adapted concepts to represent the data manipulations, and techniques
that trustworthily guarantee important implementation requirements.
A major goal of the GASPARD framework is to fill this demand. Its associated specification
formalism, called ARRAY-OL [7], has been originally proposed within an industrial context by
Thomson Marconi Sonar, for the description of data-intensive applications manipulating regular
multidimensional data structures. However, ARRAY-OL does not allow to deal with non func-
tional issues, for instance, temporal constraints imposedby the environment on applications, or
control of computations according to different modes or configurations.
Motivations. We propose a synchronous model of data intensive applications based on
the GASPARD extension of ARRAY-OL, which manipulates data through multidimensional,
toroidal and possibly infinite arrays. The specifications provided by this formalism express
data dependencies only based on values (i.e. true data dependencies), thus yield a minimal
execution order. They adopt a single assignment style. Moreover, they are independent from
architecture details. All these features confer to ARRAY-OL a powerful expressiveness for data
manipulation. The model we propose aims at providing on the one hand the same expressive-
ness as GASPARD descriptions, and on the other hand the possibility to deal with control and
non functional constraints in data-intensive applications. It therefore allows us to explore at a
higher level different refinements of initial GASPARD descriptions w.r.t. the constraints from
application environments or target implementation platforms. This exploration is supported by
the synchronous technology, which suits for the trusted design due to its mathematical foun-
dations. In particular, we address synchronizability issues in case of GASPARD models using
affine clock systems defined in the synchronous language SIGNAL .
Outline. In the sequel, Section 2 presents the general background of our study. It first
provides an overview of GASPARD and ARRAY-OL, then introduces the basic synchronous
concepts for our models. Moreover, it gives some related works. Section 3 focuses on the
synchronous modeling of GASPARD applications. The usefulness of such a modeling is carried
out in Section 4. We show how existing results of the synchronous approach can help to deal
with critical design issues for GASPARDapplications. In Section 5, we discuss our solution and
we detail some of the current challenges. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2 Data-parallelism and synchronous models
2.1 Data-intensive applications andGASPARD
GASPARD(Graphical Array Specification for Parallel and Distributed Computing) [21] is an en-
vironment that implements a codesign methodology for System-on-Chip, based on theModel-
Driven Engineeringapproach as illustrated by Figure 1. It proposes a UML profile (integrated
INRIA
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in the current OMG MARTE profile for real-time and embedded systems) allowing designers
to model both data-intensive applications and their archite tures. An association mechanism is
provided for the two aspects, together with a set of transformations for simulation and synthesis.
Our modeling approach aims at taking into account all these fatures of GASPARD so as to be
able to prove the correctness of the models manipulated during its design methodology.
Figure 1: SoC design based on GASPARD.
The underlying specification formalism of GASPARD, called ARRAY-OL (Array Oriented
Language) [7] [20] allows one to model intensive signal processing applications manipulating
large amounts of data in a regular way. It adopts multidimensional representations that enable
to express the whole potential parallelism available in target applications. Data are structured
into arrays (that may be possibly infinite). A task consumes and produces arrays by “pieces”
of the same size calledpatterns. The different tasks are connected to each other throughdata
dependencies. When a dependency is specified between two tasks, it means tht one of them
requires data to be produced by the other before executing. These dependencies initially yield
a minimal partial execution order. Applications can be hierarchically composed at different
specification levels. In practice, their specification consists of aglobal modeland alocal model,
presented in the next sections.
2.1.1 The global model
The global model consists of a directed acyclic graph where nodes represent tasks and edges
represent multidimensional arrays. There is no restriction on the number of incoming or out-
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going arrays. These arrays are assumed to betoroidal, i.e., their elements can be consumed or
produced modulo the array size. While the global model provides information to schedule the
tasks, it does not express the data parallelism present in these tasks. This is described by the
local model.
2.1.2 The local model
Task Array Pattern Tiler
A3
A2
A1
T
p1t1
p3 t3
t2
p2
Figure 2: A local model in ARRAY-OL.
The local model describes the data parallelism expressed byrepetitions(see Figure 2). A
task is defined by a repetition constructor, where task repetitions (orinstances) are independent
from each other. Every instance is applied to a subset of elements (i.e. patterns) from input
arrays to produce elements stored in output arrays. The way at sk consumes and produces
arrays can be analyzed through a couple(task, array). Such couples are referred to ashalf-
tasks. Let (T, Ai) be a half-task. IfAi is an input array,T takes patterns fromAi to achieve
its processing, otherwiseT stores its calculated patterns inAi . The size and shape of patterns
associated with an array are the same from one repetition to aother. Patterns can be themselves
multidimensional arrays. Their construction is achieved via tilers, which contain the following
information:−→o - the origin of the reference pattern,
−→
d - the shape of the pattern (size of all
its dimensions),P - the paving matrix (how patterns cover arrays),F - the fitting matrix (how
array elements fill patterns), and
→
m - the shape of arrays (size of all its dimensions).
y
Origin points
x
x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
−→o =
(
0
0
)
P =
(
2 0
0 3
)
Figure 3: An array paving.
Each couple(task, array) is therefore associated with atiler. To enumerate the different
patterns, each half-task has, via its tiler, apaving matrix Pand a starting point represented by
theorigin −→o . The paving matrix enables to identify the origin of every pattern, associated with
each task instance. Let us consider a two-dimensional arraywith
(
0
0
)
as origin point and
(
2 0
0 3
)
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as paving matrix. The pattern constructions start from positions noted “x” in figure 3.
Equation 1 states that the coordinates of each first point of apattern are calculated as the
sum of the coordinates of the origin point and a linear combination of paving vectors, the whole
modulo the size of the array (since arrays are toroidal).
∀−→xq,
−→
0 ≤−→xq <
−→
Q ,−→rq = (
−→o +P×−→xq) mod
−→m (1)
−→xq denotes a pattern with indexq. We refer to asrepetition space, the set of all possible indices
q.
−→
Q contains the bounds of repetition for each vector of the paving matrix (i.e. it delimits the
repetition space). Finally,−→rq represents the origin point of the pattern
−→xq.
fd e
b c
g i k
a ec
F = (1 3)−→o = (0) F = (2 6)−→o = (0)
Array
Pattern 1 Pattern 2
a b d f hc e g i kj
a
Figure 4: Fitting examples.
The fitting matrix allows one to determine array elements associated with eachp ttern.
Figure 4 illustrates two simple examples using an monodimensional array with(0) as origin,
where the associated pattern is a two-dimensional array of shape
−→
d =
(
3
2
)
. A pattern can have
more dimensions than a consumed/produced array. In the firstcase the fitting matrix is(1 3).
Each vector of this matrix is used to fill one dimension of the pattern. In the second case, the
fitting matrix is(2 6). We observe that the elements associated with a pattern are not n cessarily
consecutive elements in an array. These elements are determined via the sum of the coordinates
of the first element of the pattern and a linear combination ofthe fitting matrix, the whole
modulo the size of the array (see Equation. 2).
∀−→xd ,
−→
0 ≤−→xd <
−→
d ,(−→rq +F ×
−→xd) mod
−→m (2)
Here,−→xd denotes an element with indexd in a pattern.
According to the specification of the local model, patterns can be themselves multidimen-
sional arrays. This enableshierarchicaldefinitions of applications. For instance, the single task
T represented in Figure 2 can be composed of sub-tasks whose incomi g and outgoing arrays
are the patternspi of this task. In the next, we invariably use ARRAY-OL and GASPARD to
designate the same models.
2.2 Synchronous models
Thesynchronous approach[2] has been proposed in order to provide formal concepts thafavor
the trusted design of embedded real-time systems. Its basicas umption is that computation and
communication are instantaneous (referred to as “synchrony hypothesis”). The execution of
a system is seen through the chronology and simultaneity of observed events. This is a main
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difference from visions where the system execution is rather considered under its chronometric
aspect (i.e., duration has a significant role).
2.2.1 Synchronous dataflow models
Historically, the origin of dataflow languages can be associated with earlier studies on dataflow
models started in 70’s [8] [11] [23]. This is the case for declarative synchronous languages
such as LUSTRE [4], L UCID SYNCHRONE [5] or SIGNAL [14]. While LUSTRE and LUCID
SYNCHRONE adopt a functional style, SIGNAL is relational. In these languages, manipulated
data consist of unbounded sequences of values. A few operators re provided to define how
these sequences are related to each other. This is basicallyexpressed using equations. In the
remainder of this paper, although the scope of our study aimst synchronous dataflow models
in general, we mainly consider the SIGNAL language for illustration.
An introduction to SIGNAL . The language handles unbounded series of typed values(xt)t∈N,
calledsignals, denoted asx and implicitly indexed by discrete time. At a given instant,a signal
may be present, at which point it holds a value; or absent and noted⊥. The set of instants
where a signalx is present represents itsclock, noted^x. Two signalsx andy, which have the
same clock are said to besynchronous, notedx ^= y. A processis a system of equations over
signals that specifies relations between values and clocks of the involved signals. Aprogramis
a process. SIGNAL relies on a six primitive constructs used in equations as follows:
• Relations: y:= f(x1,...,xn) def≡ yt 6=⊥⇔ x1t 6=⊥⇔ ... ⇔ xnt 6=⊥, and
∀t: yt = f (x1t , ...,xnt).
• Delay: y:= x $ 1 init  def≡ xt 6=⊥⇔ yt 6=⊥, ∀t > 0: yt = xt−1,y0 = c.
• Undersampling: y:= x when b def≡ yt = xt if bt = true, elseyt =⊥. The expressiony:= when b is equivalent toy:= b when b.
• Deterministic merging: z:= x default y def≡ zt = xt if xt 6=⊥, elsezt = yt .
• Composition: (| P | Q |) def≡ union of equations ofP andQ.
• Hiding: P where x def≡ x is local to the processP.
These constructs are enough expressive to derive other constructs for comfort and struc-
turing. SIGNAL also offers a process frame, which enables the definition of sub-processes
(declared in thewhere sub-part, see Figures 9 and 10 for example). Sub-processes that are
only specified by an interface without internal behavior areconsidered as external, and may be
separately compiled processes or physical components.
2.2.2 The oversampling mechanism
A useful notion that will be considered to model ARRAY-OL specifications isoversampling
mechanism. It consists of a temporal refinement of a given clock c1, which yields another clock
c2, faster thanc1 (i.e. c2 contains more instants thanc1). To define this mechanism, let us
INRIA
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consider the following sets:B = {ff, tt} (ff and tt respectively denotefalse and true); V a
value domain (whereB ⊆ V ); andT a dense set associated with a partial order relation≤. The
elements ofT are calledtags. Each pair of tags(t1,t2) ∈ T2 admits a lower bound. Aset of
observation pointsT is a set of tags s.t.:i) T ⊂ T, ii) T is countable,iii ) each pair of tags
admits a lower bound inT . Finally, achain C⊂ T is a totally ordered set, which admits a
lower bound.
Definition 1 (signal, clock, oversampling)
• A signal s is a partial function s∈ T ⇀ V , which associates values with observation
points of a chain. A clock c is a special signal s.t. c∈ T ⇀ {tt}.
• Let c1 denote a clock, the k-oversampling of c1 derives a clock c2 from c1, noted c2 = k ↑ c1,
s.t. c2 contains k instants per instant in c1, where k is an integer.1: proess k_Overspl = {integer k;}2: (? event 1; ! event 2; )3: (| ount:= (k-1 when 1) default (pre_ount-1)4: | pre_ount:= ount $ 1 init 05: | 1 ^= when (pre_ount <= 0)6: | 2:= when (^ount)7: |)8: where integer ount, pre_ount;9: end; %proess k_Overspl%1 : tt ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ tt ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ...ount : 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 ...pre_ount : 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 ...2 : tt tt tt tt tt tt tt tt ...
Figure 5: Clock oversampling:c2 = 4 ↑ c1.
In the SIGNAL program given in Figure 5, calledk_Overspl, k is a constant integer pa-
rameter (line1). Signals1 and2 respectively denote input and output clocks (line2), where2 is ak-oversampling of1. Theevent type is associated with clocks. It is equivalent to a
boolean type where the only taken value istrue. The local signalsount andpre_ount serve
as counter to definek instants in2 per instant in1 (lines3 and4).
Note that the oversampling mechanism can be specified in LUCID SYNCHRONE, but not in
LUSTRE.
2.2.3 Affine clocks
We introduce theaffine clocknotion, which allows one to deal with synchronizability issue in
a more relaxed way than usually in synchronous languages [18].
Definition 2 An affine transformation of parameters(n,φ ,d) applied to a clock c1 produces
a clock c2 by inserting(n− 1) instants between any two successive instants of c1, and then
counting on this fictional set of instants each dth instant, starting with theφ th (see fig. 6).
RR n° 5876
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...
c1: tt ⊥ ⊥ tt ⊥ ⊥ tt ⊥ ⊥ tt ⊥ ...
c2: ⊥ tt ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ tt ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ tt ⊥ ...
Figure 6:c1 andc2 are in(3,1,4)-affine relation.
Clocksc1 andc2 are said to be in(n,φ ,d)-affine relation, noted asc1
(n,φ ,d)
→ c2.
Affine relations provide a relaxed vision of the usual synchronous model in which different
signals are synchronous if and only if they have identical clocks. In affine clock systems, two
different signals are said to be synchronizable if there is adataflow preserving way to make
them actually synchronous.
Affine transformations on SIGNAL variables are mainly described using three derived oper-
ators:
• Affine undersampling: y:= affine_sample{φ ,d}(x), where signalsx andy are of the
same type,φ ∈ Z+ andd ∈ Z+ −{0}. The signaly is defined as an undersampling with
phaseφ and periodd on the signalx. In the following trace,φ = 2 andd = 3:x: x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 ...y: ⊥ ⊥ x2 ⊥ ⊥ x5 ⊥ ⊥ x8 ⊥ ...
• Affine relation: affine_lok_relation{n,φ ,d}(x, y), where signalsx andy are
of any type,φ ∈ Z andn,d > 0. It defines a(n,φ ,d)-affine relation between the clocks
of x andy.
• Affine oversampling: y:= affine_unsample{n,φ}(x, z), where signalsx, y andz
are of the same type,n > 0 andφ ∈ Z. It definesy as an affine oversampling usingx andz as illustrated by the following trace withn = 3 andφ = 2:x: x0 ⊥ x1 ⊥ ⊥ x2 ⊥ ⊥ x3 ⊥ ...z: ⊥ z0 z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8 ...y: ⊥ z0 x1 z2 z3 x2 z5 z6 x3 z8 ...
Theaffine_lok_relationandaffine_unsampleoperators can be straightforwardly
expressed using theaffine_samplingoperator [18]. The SIGNAL clock calculus(i.e. its static
analysis phase) has been extended in order to address such synchronizability issues with the
associated compiler. Affine clock relations are only available in SIGNAL . However, a notion of
periodic clock has been recently proposed in LUCID SYNCHRONE [6]. It defines another vision
of synchronizability in synchronous dataflow models.
INRIA
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2.3 Related works
In [19], Smarandachet al. address the validation of real-time systems by consideringthe
functional data parallel language ALPHA [15] and SIGNAL . In their approach, intensive nu-
merical computations are expressed in ALPHA while the control (the clock constraints resulting
from ALPHA descriptions after transformations) is conveyed to SIGNAL . The regularity of
ALPHA makes it possible to identify affine relations between the spcified clocks. The SIG-
NAL compiler therefore enables to address synchronizability cr eria based on such clock re-
lations. In Section 4, we use the same criteria to analyze a given GASPARD model. Similar
concepts can be found in [6] where a synchronous model is defined in order to address the
correct-by-construction development of high performancestr am-processing applications. It
particularly relies on a domain specific knowledge consisting of periodic evolution of streams.
This model allows to automatically synthesize communications between processes with peri-
odic clocks that are not strictly synchronous.
Other languages such as OTTO E MEZZO [16] and STREAMIT [22] can be also mentioned.
The former allows to describe behaviors of dynamical system. It uses clock information in the
code generation (e.g. in C or towards a SIMD abstract machine). The second language proposes
an efficient compilation technique of streaming applications and mapping to different kinds of
architectures (monoprocessor, grid-based processors, etc.). Both languages share features with
synchronous dataflow languages. Similarly to our approach,they aim at data-intensive applica-
tions.
Previous studies on the transformation of ARRAY-OL descriptions [20] [9] [1] address com-
pilation issues for efficient code generation, and the relation between ARRAY-OL and other
close models (e.g. Multidimensional Synchronous Dataflow Model of Leeet al. and Kahn
process networks). Finally, the earlier work of Labbaniet al. on the introduction of control
in GASPARD [13] can be noted. In this work, the authors discuss the definition of instants at
which mode changes occur in data-intensive applications. The synchronous modeling of their
results will yield descriptions with conditioned computations and transition systems, where
synchronous verification and compilation techniques can beext nsively used.
3 Synchronous model ofGASPARD
We propose a modeling of GASPARD applications using synchronous dataflow languages in or-
der to address correctness issues (synchronizability, constrai ts on latencies, etc.).
Before exposing our approach, we make a few important observations. First, the models
we propose aim at taking into account refinement constraintso GASPARD models. These
constraints mainly include implementation properties: platform and environment constraints.
In the first case, the fully parallel execution model adoptedfrom the ARRAY-OL viewpoint is
broken at the implementation level since the number of availble processors in a platform does
not often enable to achieve such parallel execution. As a result, serialized execution models
become necessary. Second, the input/output data manipulated by applications via infinite ar-
rays are produced/consumed by devices such as sensors and actuators. The production and
consumption rates characterizing these devices representthe major part of what we refer to as
environment constraints. It therefore appears natural to represent those infinite arrays by a flow
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data (or arrays), which induces some logical time scale. Theresulting model becomes richer
than a GASPARD model for analysis.
On the other hand, to define our models, we only consider applications that have been ini-
tially transformed using the so-calledfusionalgorithm in ARRAY-OL [1]. Roughly speaking,
this algorithm aims at reducing a set of tasks into a single task. The resulting task is hierarchical
and calls the initial tasks as subtasks (see Figure 11 for an illustration). Furthermore, it enables
to transform an incoming multidimensional infinite array atthe top level of the hierarchy into
a flow of incoming sub-arrays. This algorithm has been successfully used to define projections
of ARRAY-OL specifications on Kahn process networks and PTOLEMY models.
In the sequel, we first show a synchronous model that fully preserves the parallelism of an
ARRAY-OL specification. This model can be used for formal verificationusing classical syn-
chronous techniques (e.g. compilation, model-checking).Then, we present a refined version of
such a model, where executions are sequential. This second vision can be typically associated
with a mono-processor execution. We briefly discuss the combination of both models. Envi-
ronment constraints will be addressed in Section 4. Finally, for the sake of clarity, we restrict
ourselves to the top level in the hierarchy of an applicationafter having applied the fusion algo-
rithm. If we consider the ARRAY-OL taskT depicted by Figure 2 as such a top level task, two
possible models will be distinguished: ap rallel model, which specifies exactly the same data-
parallelism asT (see Section 3.1), and aserialized model, which sequentializes the execution
of T (see Section 3.2).
3.1 Parallel model
The synchronous dataflow models are quite close in structureto the GASPARD models. Hence,
the modeling of the latter in the former, using equations andsynchronous composition, is quite
simple.
3.1.1 Modeling of data
ARRAY-OL arrays are modeled into flows of array type. A particularity of arrays in ARRAY-
OL is that they can have (at most) one infinite dimension, and that there is no explicit represen-
tation of time whatsoever. It occurs that the infinite dimensio of an array is the usual way to
represent an infinite flow of arrays of the remaining dimensio. Therefore, we will enforce this
representation concretely by going to array flows.
3.1.2 Modeling of one repetition in the repetition space
For a task transforming input data arraysA1 andA2 into an output data arrayA3, this can be
done by an equation of the following form:
A3[< ind
j
3 >] := T(A1[< ind
j
1 >],A2[< ind
j
2 >]) (3)
whereind ji denotes indexes corresponding to a pointj in the repetition space; andT is the syn-
chronous model of the computation part, which can be seen as ac ll to an external function.
We also suppose that synchronous array flows can be assigned by their elements. For instance,
in SIGNAL , this can be expressed using the derived constructnex [3].
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The modeling of a repeated computation then amounts to the synchronous composition of
all the models of each point in the repetition space.
Another particularity is that ARRAY-OL represents only data dependencies, hence leaving
all the potential parallelism in the specification. In particular, repetitions on arrays describe how
many times, and according to what paving and fitting a computation should be repeated, butnot
in what order the array elements should be accessed. In otherwords,any ordercould be adopted
in an iteration implementing such a repetition in the case ofa sequential implementation. We
are conforming to this property of ARRAY-OL simply by using synchronous composition be-
tween models of all the repetitions, thereby inducing no order whatsoever between them.
One can observe that it is possible to have a more compact expression of this simple model,
according to the array-specific operators available in the equational synchronous language con-
sidered. Amapof the functionT on the array enables a more compact notation [17]. It can
be noted that the model we present here is meant to be intuitive and simple, and is certainly
optimizable. However, the optimizations of the synchronous equations can be quite different
according to the intended target operations, e.g. code generation or model-checking.
3.1.3 Restructuring the simple parallel model
This model can be restructured, in order to better map the intrinsic structure of ARRAY-OL repet-
itive task, with input tilers, computations, and output tilers. One advantage is to have a structural
transformation from ARRAY-OL to synchronous equations, which is implementable automati-
cally as a simple translator. Another advantage is related to the introduction of control, which
is a direct perspective of this work, following the preliminary results in [13]. Indeed, if one
considers controlling such a task with automata, where the stat s correspond to a configuration
or a mode, and transitions switch between these modes which all have the same input-output
interface, then it is possible to have a control for each of the tilers or computation components
of a task.
A2
A1 A3
T
T
T
p11
p21
pk1
p22
p12
pk2
p13
p23
pk3
p11 = A1[< ind
1
1 >]
p21 = A1[< ind
2
1 >]
pk1 = A1[< ind
k
1 >]
A3[< ind
1
3 >] = p
1
3
A3[< ind
2
3 >] = p
2
3
A3[< ind
k
3 >] = p
k
3
p12 = A2[< ind
1
2 >]
p22 = A2[< ind
2
2 >]
pk2 = A2[< ind
k
2 >]
Figure 7: Modeling of tilers and parallel tasks.
This restructuring relies on the fact that it is costless to introduce intermediary signals, as
they can be compiled away by the compilers and optimizers, and also on the properties of
synchronous composition, which is associative and commutative. The above equation 3 can be
separated in three parts, corresponding respectively to:
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• the input tilers, composing together the equations performing the extraction of the input
patterns for each point in the repetition space:p j1 = A1[< ind
j
1 >] andp
j
2 := A2[< ind
j
2 >].
• the computation, producing the output patterns for each point in the repetition space:
p j3 := T(p
j
1, p
j
2).
• the output tilers, composing together the equations performing the insertion of the output
patterns for each point in the repetition space:A3[< ind
j
3 >] := p
j
3.
This way, we obtain a model as illustrated in Figure 7.
3.2 Serialized model
3.2.1 General view
T
A1 A3
A2
p11...p
k
1 p
1
3...p
k
3
p12...p
k
2
t1
t2
t3
to
Flow)
(Array
to
Flow)
(Array
to
Array)
(Flow
Figure 8: A serialized model.
While the parallel model fully preserves the data-parallelism present in ARRAY-OL speci-
fications, the model introduced in this section provides a refined view of such specifications. As
shown by Figure 8, we distinguish three basic sub-parts: a single task instanceT (which can be
still seen as an external function) and two kinds of components referred to asArray to Flowand
Flow to Array. T receives its input patterns via a pattern flow fromArray to Flowand sends its
output patterns toFlow to Array, also via a pattern flow of the same length as the one given by
Array to Flow.
In the next, we concentrate on the definition ofArray to Flow andFlow to Arraycompo-
nents, which play a central role in the serialized model. This definition partially relies on the
oversampling mechanism introduced previously.
Let us consider that incoming arraysA1 andA2 are received at the instants{ti,i∈N} of a given
clock c1. Then, for eachti , the pattern production algorithm is applied to the received arrays:
the task instanceT is provided with the pair or patterns(pi1, p
i
2) and instantaneously produces
the patternpi3. The resulting pattern flow is therefore associated with a clock c2 = k ↑ c1. The
constant integerk corresponds to the number of paving iterations specified in tilers. It is directly
derived from ARRAY-OL specifications.
Globally, the definition ofArray to FlowandFlow to Arraycomponents includes the fol-
lowing aspects:
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...
Seq Clok
Mem
index1
index2
indexn
Extrata p
1: proess Array2Flow =2: {integer k; type array_type, pattern_type;}3: (? array_type a; ! pattern_type p; )4: (| lk_p := Clok{k}(^a)5: | id := Seq(lk_p)6: | p := Extrat{array_type, pattern_type}(id, a)7: |)8: where9: event lk_p, integer id;10: proess Extrat = {type array_type, pattern_type;}11: (? integer id; array_type a; ! pattern_type p;);12: proess Seq =13: (? event  ! integer id);14: proess Clok = {integer k;}15: (? event 1; ! event 2; )16: end; %proess Array2Flow%
Figure 9: Construction of pattern flows from arrays.
1. memorization: in Array to Flow, every incoming array must be made available at every
instant ofc2 in order to extract the successive output patterns. Similarly, in Flow to Array,
the incoming patterns must be accumulated locally until thek expected patterns become
available. Then the output array can be produced.
2. consumption and production rates: in both components, we describe the frequencies at
which patterns and arrays are consumed or produced. This is bas cally captured through
the clock information associated with the corresponding signals.
3. scheduling: we have to ensure the coherency between the pattern flow produced byArray
to Flowand the one consumed byFlow to Array. Here, we consider a common sequencer
for both components, which decides the right patterns to be sch duled every instantti of
the clock associated with a pattern flow.
3.2.2 Construction of pattern flows from arrays
TheArray to Flowcomponent is described by Figure 9. The illustration given on the left-hand
side is encoded by the SIGNAL program shown on the right-hand side.
Three parts are distinguished. First, theClok sub-process (line4 in the program) de-
fines the pattern production rate from the input array denoted bya. It basically consists of the
oversampling mechanism specified previously (i.e. processk_Overspl). Then, theExtrat
sub-process (line6) is used to memorize an incoming array from which it extractsthe patternsp. Finally, theSeq sub-process (line5) describes in which order patterns are gathered from the
input array. It produces pattern identifiersid at the same rate as the eventlk_p defined byClok. These identifiers are used by theExtrat sub-process to produce patterns. The pattern
enumeration strategy adopted inSeq can be decided from several viewpoints:
• Environment: the presence of sensors/actuators imposes particular orders following which
data are received/produced.
• Application: in some algorithms, each computation step requires the results obtained at
previous steps, hence leading to precedence constraints between task instances. Operating
modes in some applications are also source of flows [13].
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• Architecture: characteristics related to architecture devices such as processor or memory
may also lead to particular scheduling/allocation strategies.
Seq Clok
... Mem
aindex1index2
indexn
p Insert
1: proess Flow2Array =2: {integer k; type array_type, pattern_type; }3: (? pattern_type p; ! array_type a; )4: (| lk_a := Clok{k}(^p)5: | id := Seq(^p)6: | tmp := Insert{array_type, pattern_type}(id, p)7: | a := tmp when lk_a8: |)9: where10: integer id; event lk_a; array_type tmp;11: proess Insert = {type array_type, pattern_type; }12: (? integer id; pattern_type p; ! array_type a;);13: proess Seq =14: (? event  ! integer id);15: proess Clok = {integer k; }16: (? event 1; ! event 2; )17: end; %proess Flow2Array%
Figure 10: Construction of arrays from a pattern flows.
3.2.3 Reconstruction of arrays from pattern flows
The description of theFlow to Arraycomponent (see Figure 10) is obtained in a similar way as
Array to Flow. We distinguish similar parts asArray to Flow.
Here, in theClok sub-process, there is no need to use the oversampling mechanism. How-
ever, we have to define the instant at which the output array isproduced. This is represented by
the signallk_a, which occurs wheneverk input patterns are received. Every input pattern is
immediately stored in the memorized local arraytmp within theInsert sub-process. TheSeq
sub-process is the same as previously. It defines the way patterns are organized within the local
array by indicating the suitable index (id) associated with them.
From the above description, we observe that the parallel andserialized models are correct-
by-construction. They offer the bases to represent GASPARDapplications from high-level views
(i.e. with a maximal parallelism) to more refined views (i.e.with sequential execution). More
generally, one can imagine mixed models that combine the twomodels. These models can there-
fore be considered for further refinements, which take into account environment constraints.
This issue is addressed in the next section.
4 Dealing with validation issues
We present how the synchronous models obtained from the previous section are used to address
design correctness issues for GASPARD models.
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4.1 Synchronizability analysis using affine clocks
We experiment affine clock systems, introduced in Section 2.2.3, on a simple application exam-
ple in order to analyze constraints on data consumption and pro uction rates.
pik
T
...
pok
∞ ∞
Px Im
Figure 11: A hierarchical application model.
In Figure 11, we have illustrated a GASPARD application, which is dedicated to image
processing. It takes pixels from an infinite array of pixels (denoted byPx), then performs a
treatment on these pixels, and finally produces transformedpixels, which are combined to de-
fine an infinite array of images (denoted byIm). The application consists of a hierarchical
GASPARD model obtained after thefusiontransformation [1]. The resulting model allows us to
consider flows of input and output arrays in the application.Here, the inputpik and outputp
o
k re-
spectively denote blocks of pixels (represented by arrays). Calculations are performed on such
arrays in the lower layers of the hierarchy. This GASPARDdescription can be straightforwardly
modeled by using exclusively or by combining the serializedan parallel synchronous models.
So, we rather focus on the analysis of the resulting model by taking into account environment
constraints.
sensor T
pik p
o
k
cicp ca
display
Figure 12: Application with its environment.
Let us consider the application from a refined point of view, where its environment is also
modeled. We have to precise how input pixels and output images re produced. This is typically
what GASPARDcannot currently enable to describe because of its assumption on the availability
of the whole infinite arraysPx andIm (see Figure 11). For a more realistic model of the appli-
cation, we have to take into account external constraints onpixel and image production rates.
For instance,Px andIm can be respectively seen as the outputs of asensorand adisplay, which
may havea priori different clock rates (see Figure 12). Our initial description of the application
can be consequently enhanced by composing its associated synchronous model with models of
sensor and display. The clockscp, ca andci respectively provide the pixel production rate in the
sensor, the bloc computation frequency within the application, and the image production rate in
the display. The resulting model becomes enough relevant tobe considered for analysis. From
this model, we can derive the following constraints:
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• C1: ca is an affine undersampling ofcp since every input of the global taskT consists of
a block of pixels with the same size,cp
(1,φ1,d1)
→ ca;
• C2: ci is an affine undersampling ofca since images are produced periodically by the
display, from the same number of blocks of pixels (emitted byT), ca
(1,φ2,d2)
→ ci ;
Now, let us consider a given external constraint,C3, which imposes a particular image pro-
duction rate, denoted by a new clock′i , from cp such that:cp
(1,φ3,d3)
→ c′i .
The synchronizability between clocksc′i andci remains to be established w.r.t. the above
constraints. It can be addressed using affine clock systems.FromC1, C2 andC3, this synchro-
nizability is checked by using the following property (proved in [18], and now implemented in
the SIGNAL compiler):
c′i and ci are synchronizable⇔
{
φ1 +d1φ2 = φ3
d1d2 = d3
(4)
The steps of the clockca correspond to the paving iterations of the global taskT. So, given
some fixed values of the frequency of clocksp andci (imposed by the application environment)
verifying constraintC3, the wayca is defined must allow to satisfy Equation 4 in order to ensure
the synchronizability betweenc′i andci . This issue can be solved quite easily with synchronous
models while it is not possible with GASPARD only. The result of this analysis can be therefore
used to adjust paving iteration properties so as to satisfy environment constraints.
Note that in addition to the above synchronizability analysis, there is similar analysis pro-
posed in LUCID SYNCHRONE [6]. However, a notion of periodic clocks is considered instead of
affine clocks. Synchronous GASPARDmodels defined in LUCID SYNCHRONE make it possible
to access this facility.
4.2 Other analysis
Among the other available techniques that are very useful toGASPARD applications, we men-
tion performance evaluationfor temporal validation. In SIGNAL , a technique has been imple-
mented within its associated design environment, which allows to compute temporal informa-
tion corresponding to execution times [12]. It first consists in deriving from a given program
another SIGNAL program, termed the “temporal interpretation”, which computes timestamps
associated with the variables of the initial one. The co-simulation of both programs therefore
provides at the same time the value of each variable that is present and its current timestamp (or
availability date). These timing information are used to compute different latencies allowing
one to calculate an approximation of the program execution time. Such an evaluation technique
becomes very desirable for GASPARD in order to make architecture exploration possible early
within its design flow.
Finally, we mention the possibility to observe the functional behavior of given GASPARDap-
plications. This is achieved by using the simulation code automatically generated by syn-
chronous tools from the associated models.
All these features of the synchronous technology combined with GASPARD facilities pro-
mote a trustworthy design activity for data-intensive applications.
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5 Discussions
The approach presented in this paper exposes our first results on modeling and validation of
data-intensive applications using concepts of the synchronous approach. These results are very
promising. They provide an interesting basis to relate two kinds of specification models: the
ARRAY-OL data-parallel language and synchronous dataflow languages. These models offer
altogether powerful concepts to cope with massively parallel pplications. ARRAY-OL is very
expressive and allows to define system architecture within GASPARD, while synchronous lan-
guages favor formal validation for the trusted design.
In the current status of our approach, the proposed models arapplied after a specific
transformation of ARRAY-OL specifications, called fusion. This permits to build correct-by-
construction models. However, for generality, it will be interesting to explore how to define
an equivalent model without assuming such a transformation. This leads to a very challenging
question concerning the link between the fusion and synchronous clock calculi. It seems that the
repetition of the task hierarchy resulting from the fusion transformation in ARRAY-OL matches
the multidimensional time model proposed by Feautrier [10]. To the best of our knowledge,
such a time model is not currently available in any synchronous language.
The second challenging issue concerns the introduction of mode automata in our models.
Existing work [13] identified the basic concepts to be taken into account. In particular, the
granularity of the control, and the fine grain control of tilers and computations, can produce
quite complex models. This is where we will have clocks with avariety of conditioned relations,
and transition systems that fully take advantage of the synchronous analysis, compilation, and
verification techniques.
6 Conclusions
In this study, we propose a synchronous model for data-intensiv applications within the GAS-
PARD environment, which is dedicated to system-on-chip codesign. The GASPARD underlying
specification language, ARRAY-OL, adopts a particular style where infinite multidimensional
arrays are manipulated. We show how models described using such a language can be mod-
eled using synchronous dataflow languages. A major advantage is that the resulting models
enable to formally check the correctness of GASPARD models, which is necessary before going
through the next steps of its associated design methodology(e. . simulation, synthesis). We
illustrate a synchronizability analysis on a simple application example for correctness issues.
This study is the first attempt to relate explicitly multidimensional data structures to the syn-
chronous paradigm.
Several issues remain to be explored in future works amongstwhich:
• investigating the relationship between, on the one hand, the ARRAY-OL expressiveness
concerning regular massive parallelism, and on the other hand synchronous clock calculi,
especially when they are extended with affine or periodic cloks;
• introducing control in GASPARD applications, at different levels of granularity, in order
to exploit synchronous clock calculi and model-checking ordiscrete controller synthesis.
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